Smokey’s Holiday Quiz

Take this Smokey Holiday Quiz to find out if you and your family are ready for a safe holiday season. (Answers are at the bottom of the page)

1. Is it okay to leave candles burning if you are going out for a little while?
   - Yes
   - No

2. Can you repair your frayed and/or damaged holiday lights with duct tape and still use them safely on your tree?
   - Yes
   - No

3. Should extension cords be run across lawns, driveways or in traffic areas?
   - Yes
   - No

4. How often should you check the water in the stand that holds your tree?
   - a. Once a week
   - b. Once a day
   - c. Just when you first put your tree up

5. Where is the best place to put your Christmas tree?
   - a. Anywhere you want
   - b. Next to the heater or fireplace
   - c. Somewhere it will stay cool

6. Is it okay to leave your Christmas tree up until February?
   - Yes
   - No

7. The best way to get rid of your tree after the holidays is to:
   - a. Burn it
   - b. Recycle it
   - c. Toss it in the trash for your refuse collector.
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